
Outreach Committee Meeting – 22.04.22
Attendance: CL (Outreach Chair), AW (President), HD, YN, JH, MS, BS, SL

Apologies: KM (Vice-President), EB, ML

Absent:

Location: A Zooooooooooom call, MS and CL are in the same room

AW is minuting!

24 Hour Musical

CL: Everyone who has expressed a specific issue is in the group chat, 13th June beginning of
Cuth’s Week

AW explains what Cuth’s Week is

CL: So that’s that, not gonna explain more because you’re not all involved. Outreach
Committee members can audition if they want to act

Sports Day

CL: Who’s idea was this

HD: Me

CL: Which week

AW: Week of 6th or 13th June

CL: Who wants to help?

SL: I can

HD: Yes

BS: My wifi is not good but I can also help

CL: I’d prefer the week of the 6th, pay to participate, Nepacs is the charity for all of our third
term events I think, Alfie suggested using the art exhibition to raise money and we could get
leaflets and hand them out and put them on seats at the musical

Art Exhibition
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CL: BS this was your idea so feel free to lead, ArtSoc need to get back to AW, if they don’t
get back to you how does it work?

AW: I will ask SM as she used to run it but they will hopefully be keen to run it

CL: We were thinking maybe a charity bucket and little prints that we sell

HD: My uncle is a printer, maybe he can help

CL: My step-dad is a printer

AW: How many printers in the world are there!?

CL: We need to assess the viability of this financially, so charitable people are good. Maybe
the artists would want to do a 50/50 split on selling originals

AW: People love buying art with other people’s money

Litter Pick

CL: GM is very keen to do another one, MS also is, is anyone else?

Nobody responds.

CL: Okay MS can lead. We’re thinking bi-weekly.

Soup for the Homeless

CL: DUSVO have been extremely slow, looking like it might be better for ML to pick up for
next year

AW: More need in winter as well

CL: Police contact may also be advisable which is a whole thing, is anyone super keen?

Nobody responds.

CL: Okay maybe one for the backburner.

Calais

CL: This is all good, we’re having a social feel free to come along. Probably in June. Bailey
Bar scavenger hunt. HD, no pressure, where are you with an Outreach social?

HD: SL wants to come to mine and cook, or maybe we could just all come to mine, CL you
should cook fajitas, or maybe a bar crawl

CL: This is low priority because of exams but would be fun
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Too Good to Go

CL: Trying to find the answers for this but its difficult as reliant on comms with college,
maybe to be implemented next year, hard project but would be very good.

HD: I will look into getting leaflets

CL: I will avoid doing meetings during exams, potentially meeting on Wed 25th May
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